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As Uninterruptible Power Supplies (UPS) become more sophisticated with increasing amount
of built-in features, more tests need to be performed to ensure their functionality. To test these
features, the entire UPS may need to be turned on. Testing of such devices has proven not to
be only difficult but are also hard to physically perform due to their size and power. Tests
typically require a significant amount of space. While performing firmware-related tests, it’s
often bothersome to upload the firmware to the controller, install it to the UPS and then start
up the UPS for testing. Even small tweaks to the source code require practical testing inside
the UPS and this process significantly slows down firmware development. In order to
accelerate firmware development, a device, which can mimic an actual UPS functionality, is
sought out. This device, called Hardware-In-the-Loop (HIL), is able to simulate UPS
functionality and provide necessary signals to the controller. In order to further accelerate
firmware development, test automation combined with HIL are studied and implemented.
In this thesis, not only the HIL capabilities are studied, but different test automation methods
as well as reusability with test cases and simulation models are also studied. With this thesis’
test setup, five different test automation methods are found. In order to choose the most
optimal solution, a set of criteria for the test automation environment are listed. The most
emphasis is put on user-friendliness and ease-of-use. The biggest challenges are to combine
the HIL interfacing software with the simulation software as well as the test automation
software.
While many methods has proven to be working solutions, it was found that the most optimal
test automation method is to use a third-party framework called Robot Framework due to its
ease-of-use, available third-party GUIs and most importantly, the compatibility with HIL
interfacing software and simulation software. In regards of reusability, it was concluded that
the optimal method is to have test scripts compatible to all product models while simulation
models are individual for products.
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Häiriöttömien sähkönsyöttöjärjestelmien tullessa yhä kehittyneemmiksi, laiteohjelman
toimintojen määrä kasvaa huomattavaa tahtia. Toiminnot joudutaan testaamaan, jotta niiden
toimivuus varmistetaan. Toimintoja testatessa, tyypillisesti koko UPS joudutaan
käynnistämään. Näiden toimintojen testaus voi olla hankalaa, riippuen testistä ja
testauslaitteesta, koska testaus saattavat vaatia paljon tilaa sekä testit voivat olla fyysisesti
vaikeita suorittaa UPS:n koon ja tehon takia. Laiteohjelmaan liittyvien testien suorittaessa,
laiteohjelma joudutaan lataamaan ohjaimeen, ohjain asennetaan UPS laitteen sisälle ja lopuksi
UPS käynnistetään testausta varten. Pienetkin muutokset ohjelmistoon testataan UPS:n sisällä,
mikä hidastaa ohjelmistokehitystä merkittävästi. Ohjelmistokehitystä voidaan nopeuttaa, jos
jokin laite kykenee jäljittelemään UPS:n toimintaa. Laite nimeltä Hardware-in-The-Loop
(HIL) kykenee simuloimaan UPS:n toimintaa ja tuottamaan tarvittavat signaalit ohjaimelle.
HIL: n lisäksi laiteohjelman kehitystä edistetään yhdistämällä HIL ja testiautomaatio.
Tässä diplomityössä tutkitaan HIL: n valmiuksia, eri testiautomaatiomenetelmiä sekä
uudelleenkäytettävyyttä testitapauksien ja simulaatiomallien kanssa. Tämän diplomityön
testijärjestelmällä löydettiin viisi erilaista testiautomaatiomenetelmää. Testiautomaation
ympäristölle asetetaan lista kriteereitä, minkä perusteella optimaalisin menetelmä valitaan.
Suurin painotus on laitettu käyttäjäystävällisyydelle sekä helppokäyttöisyydelle. Suurin haaste
tässä työssä on yhdistää HIL liitäntäohjelma simulaatio- ja testiautomaatio-ohjelman kanssa.
Monet menetelmät todettiin olevan toimivia menetelmiä, mutta optimaalisimmaksi
testiautomaatiomenetelmäksi todettiin olevan kolmannen osapuolen testipuite nimeltä Robot
Framework sen helppokäyttöisyyden, kolmannen osapuolen graafisen käyttöliittymän
tarjonnasta sekä tärkeimpänä sen yhteensopivuus HIL liitäntäohjelman- ja simulaatioohjelman kanssa. Uudelleenkäytettävyyden osalta optimaalisin menetelmä on luoda
testikäsikirjoitus, mikä on yhteensopiva kaikkien tuotteiden kanssa. Simulaatiomallit luotaisiin
kaikille tuotteille erikseen.
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Uninterruptible Power Supply

Symbols
€
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Introduction

As technology continues its rapid development, more complex physical systems are
introduced in different technological fields. The complexity of such systems makes them
physically hard, time-consuming and financially costly to be conventionally tested. This holds
true especially in power electronics systems where complex circuitry and fast operating
switches are common. Digital simulation and laboratory measurement equipment were
invented to help with the design and testing of such complex systems (Rabinovici, et al.,
2012). This was, however, not sufficient enough as they cannot keep up with real-time
processes. Computation of the system is simply not fast enough to provide an output. The
system requires a signal in a fixed interval. The required computational time of the system is
much greater than the required time (Sarikan & Aydemir, 2010).
Such high speed calculations can be reached by utilizing Hardware-in-The-Loop (HIL)
simulations. HIL is a device which emulates the functionality of an actual system while
connected to external hardware. Typically, external hardware controllers are being tested
while HIL supplies necessary information to the hardware controllers, tricking them to think
that the controller is connected to an actual product.
In this thesis, an Uninterruptible Power Supply (UPS) controller is being tested. HIL will
simulate the circuitry and functionality of an actual UPS device, effectively replacing an actual
UPS unit. Meanwhile, the controller thinks it’s controlling an actual UPS. HIL sends data to
the controller about switch states and voltage levels and the controller will respond
accordingly, just like inside an actual UPS device. This way, the controller’s firmware can be
tested without being actually connected to a UPS device.
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The name HIL comes from the HIL simulation plant being in a loop with the System Under
Test (SUT); HIL simulator outputs the simulation results to the physical hardware and the
hardware in turn outputs the results based on the input fed from the HIL simulator. The
outputs from the hardware are fed back into the HIL and a loop of data has been established.
This example described the simplest topology of a HIL simulation and actual HIL setups may
include more components.
Implementation of HIL simulation to the current test environment is already a significant
advance in product development. However, manual testing is prone to human error and tests
may be unintentionally repeated. By automating tests, less human interaction is needed with
the external hardware under test and tests are less prone to human error. Lengthy tests can also
be left to run outside of working hours and the results would be available in the next working
day. This speeds up result analysis and further accelerates product development.

1.1

Purpose and goals

Eaton Power Quality is a leading Uninterruptible Power Supply (UPS) and Energy Storage
System (ESS) provider with state of the art technology. UPS and ESS devices provided by
Eaton typically range from 1 to 3000 kVA and are meant to provide uninterruptible power to
places ranging from small scale workspaces to industrial factories, data centers and off-shore
commercial-use ships (Eaton Corporation, 2018a). Their UPS and ESS devices will go
through different tests in order to verify their performance and reliability before shipping to
their customers. However, testing such devices has proven to be costly and the test
environment setup requires a significant amount of space and tests aren’t easy to physically
perform due to the size and power of UPS and ESS devices. While working with high power
ratings, safety needs to be taken into account. Typically, UPS and ESS devices under electrical
tests must be isolated and the testing areas are visually marked during the test. Due to this set
up, testing the firmware in the hardware controlling the UPS/ESS is an inconvenience and
certain values may be difficult to measure. Small changes to the control firmware and
hardware are inconvenient to test as it often requires the whole UPS or ESS system to be
operational.

1
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The purpose of this thesis is to integrate HIL simulation technology and test automation into
Eaton’s current testing environment. By emulating the UPS or ESS device in HIL simulator,
testing and development of control firmware and hardware will require less effort. By
combining test automation and HIL simulations, hardware controller- and its firmware
development is further accelerated. Using test automation methods also results to less human
interaction which leads to less human error. This thesis will solely focus on improving
firmware development in the hardware controllers.
The key research questions for this thesis are:
•

What are the different methods of implementing HIL simulations with test automation?

•

What methods have other researchers used to combine HIL simulations with test
automation?

•

How can we achieve the highest possible degree of reusability regarding test cases and
simulation models?

•

How can we utilize HIL technology when testing hardware controller’s firmware?

•

What is the optimal way of implementing HIL simulations and test automation to the
current testing environment?

The main goal is to provide a testing environment which is not only suitable for the current
hardware under test, but also suitable for future iterations of UPS and ESS products. An
automated testing environment framework or infrastructure is created as a proof-of-concept in
this thesis to reduce the amount of time spent in testing of the control firmware and hardware
and thus increasing production speed. The framework and test cases will be clearly and
properly documented in a way which allows the tests to be easily repeated by a person with no
prior experience with the software. In an optimal situation, the test cases should also be able to
be creatable by a person with no prior experience with programming and scripting.
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1.2

Research methodology

This thesis is done by conducting a literary review from available scientific researches about
HIL simulation and test automation and then creating a framework or infrastructure for the
automated HIL simulation environment.
The literary review’s purpose is to better understand the concept and usage of HIL simulations
and test automation coupled with HIL simulations. Scientific and academic articles are
reviewed from various well known research databases (for example, IEEE, Sciencedirect) and
are deemed to contain trustworthy information. Research articles from different technological
fields will be evaluated and a summary of the articles will be presented in the literary review.
An automated test environment is created to simplify testing of hardware controllers. This is
fulfilled by using a framework or User Interface (UI) to make it more user-friendly. Different
test automation methods are evaluated and a suitable method is recommended and
implemented. After the test automation environment’s proof-of-concept is implemented, the
method is validated by successfully running sets of different automated tests predefined by the
user.

1.3

Structure of the thesis

The structure of the thesis is organized as follows. In the second chapter, a brief introduction
about UPS and HIL devices are presented. Brief introduction to UPS and ESS are presented as
well as HIL with its applications and levels are presented. HIL levels contain information
about different types of HIL simulations which are described as levels. Software section
contains information about different software compatible with HIL and methods of combining
HIL simulation software and offline simulation software.
Third chapter discusses about the required prerequisites before designing and implementing a
HIL test automation environment. The test setup for this thesis is also presented. This is
followed by lists of requirements and possible features set for the HIL test automation
environment. The test setup used in this thesis is also mentioned. Additionally, an in-depth

1
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study of reusability in test automation is presented. Lastly, HIL simulation platform
capabilities and its limitations are analyzed.
Fourth chapter presents brief information about different test automation methods.
Additionally, possible options for HIL simulation and test automation integration are
reviewed. Different test automation methods based on the research questions presented in
chapter 1.1 are introduced and their feasibility analyzed. Different test automation and HIL
simulation setups used in the industry are also presented and analyzed.
Fifth chapter presents the recommended way of integrating test automation with HIL. This
chapter describes the recommended test automation method and the recommended reusability
protocol to be used with the test environment. Additionally, an in-depth explanation of how to
implement the recommended test automation environment in practice is described. Lastly, a
practical operational test is run and its procedures explained.
Sixth chapter is the discussion chapter, where decisions, problems and their justification are
described. Discussions about practical test results are presented and different software choices
are mainly justified.
Seventh chapter contains the conclusion of the thesis. Conclusions include a summary of the
thesis research questions and its results as well as the next step to take for further study.

2
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2

Introduction to UPS, ESS and HIL

2.1

Brief introduction to UPS and ESS

UPS is a device which provides uninterruptible power to critical loads. Their main use is to
protect sensitive loads against power outages, overvoltage and undervoltage conditions, power
sags, power surges, line noise, frequency variation, switching transients and harmonic
distortion (Bekiarov & Emadi, 2002).
Generally, UPS needs to fulfill two requirements: It should be able to provide uninterruptible
power as well as provide necessary power conditioning for power applications attached to it.
These requirements are typically accomplished by having regulated sinusoidal output voltage
with low Total Harmonic Distortion (THD) which is not influenced by the changes in the
input voltage or the load as well as switching from normal to backup mode (and vice versa)
has to be seamless; meaning switching time should be zero (Bekiarov & Emadi, 2002).

Figure 2.1

Eaton 93PM UPS simplified block diagram. Different block have a letter

assigned to it, ‘A’ is a static switch for bypass input, ‘B’ is the rectifier, ‘C’ is the inverter, ‘D’
is the battery converter and ‘E’ is the battery (Eaton Corporation, 2018b).

2
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Typically, a UPS includes a rectifier, an inverter and a battery converter. Figure 2.1 shows
Eaton 93PM UPS block diagram. In figure 2.1, three-phase Alternating Current (AC) input
power is converted in the rectifier to Direct Current (DC). This is done by utilizing multilevel
converters with Insulated-Gate Bipolar Transistor (IGBT) devices to produce a regulated DC
voltage to the inverter (Eaton Corporation, 2018b).
The battery converter’s duty is to provide a regulated charge current to the battery. The battery
converter’s input is derived from the regulated DC output of the rectifier. The battery’s task is
to support the inverter in case the utility input becomes unavailable. If the utility AC power is
interrupted or out of specification, the UPS will automatically switch to battery mode,
meaning that the inverter will derive its input from the battery converter in order to support the
critical loads without interruption. The battery is always connected to the UPS for these
reasons (Eaton Corporation, 2018b).
The inverter produces a three-phase AC output to critical loads. The AC output is produced by
using multilevel converter technology with IGBT devices and Pulse-Width Modulation
(PWM). The result is a regulated and filtered AC output (Eaton Corporation, 2018b).
An additional static switch exists in case the UPS becomes overloaded or unavailable. While
this happens, the UPS will seamlessly switch to bypass mode, meaning that the main power
will go through the static bypass, seen as the number one route in figure 2.1 (Eaton
Corporation, 2018b).
ESS is a method of storing energy into a form that can be converted to electrical energy when
needed (Chen, et al., 2009). Typically, electrical energy is converted from a power network
and stored into a battery with the use of a rectifier and a battery converter. The structure is
similar to the structure of a UPS in figure 2.1, with a grid-tied inverter, a battery converter and
a battery. The difference is the absence of a bypass switch.
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2.2

Hardware-In-the-Loop

In a real-time simulation, the system computation time needs to be less than the required step
time for the simulation. This basically means that the system’s equations must be solved
before the next sample from the controller arrives. Such high speed calculation can be
achieved by using Field-Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGA). Equations are calculated in
series, parallel or in a combination of both if required (Matar, et al., 2005).
HIL simulation is an FPGA-based closed loop real-time simulation technique that is used in
testing and development of complex systems. External hardware, also generally known as
SUT (System Under Test), and virtual simulation are coupled with each other and simulated
together in real-time.
The main advantage of using HIL is its operation in real-time, meaning that the time step of
the simulation is the same as the time step of the actual hardware system in real world. This
means that the expected output of the HIL simulation is almost identical to the output of the
real hardware. Other advantages include (but are not limited to):
•

Safe testing environment

•

Repeatable and automated test conditions

•

Detection of possible bugs before going into production

•

Advancement of firmware development without actual hardware

•

Modifying the test setup is relatively easy

While HIL simulations have been employed in many industries, such as aerospace, automotive
and hydraulic systems, the employment of HIL simulations in power electronics and hardware
has not been fully established. This is due to sample time limitations which can get as low as
100 nano-seconds, the current available limited computational power and the difficulty in
accurately modeling of these systems (Poon, et al., 2010), (Notani & Jedd, 2016). One of the
greatest challenges is modeling of systems with complex circuitry and computation of fast
operating switches. In such cases, real-time simulations are achieved with a combination of

2
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hardware with fast computation paired with efficient software in order to compute in parallel
(Pak, et al., 2006).
Although conventional testing methods are costly and time-consuming, the same
disadvantages can also be applied to HIL simulations in some cases. Modeling of the plant
model can be very complex and can be time consuming. Simulation software typically
operates in ideal conditions, meaning that components are considered ideal. For example,
efficiency is considered as 100% and components don’t dissipate power. Artificial non-ideal
features such as slew rate and efficiency need to be manually implemented via equations and
coefficients. Depending on the application being simulated, the equations can be in very
complex forms. Complex equations are typically in the form of Laplace transform, Ztransform and transfer functions.

2.2.1 HIL applications and levels
HIL simulations can be divided into three different applications (Rabinovici, et al., 2012):
•

Testing hardware controller with real-time software plant model.

•

Testing hardware plant/system with prototype software controller.

•

Testing with using only software (fully digital).

Although the simulations are divided into three applications, two of the applications are very
similar to each other. Because the hardware controller and HIL are in a closed loop, both of
their functionality can be simultaneously tested. Alternatively, by utilizing the high
computation power of the HIL FPGA, the whole system can be modeled and simulated using
only offline simulation software.
HIL simulations can be further categorized into three different levels of simulations which are
(Luostarinen, 2015):
•

Signal level HIL simulation

•

Power level HIL simulation

•

Mechanical level HIL simulation
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In signal level HIL simulation, real-time simulator sends and receives low power signals from
the SUT (Li, et al., 2010). The hardware inputs and outputs are managed by the simulation
system (HIL). Typically the hardware in question is an embedded controller of the machine.
Because only signals are exchanged between the SUT and the real-time simulator, this method
can be called “Signal level HIL simulation” (Bouscayrol, 2008).

Figure 2.2

Signal level HIL simulation. System under test only has a hardware controller

and simulation plant only has a Real-Time simulator (Bouscayrol, 2008).

In power level HIL simulations, real power devices outputting power variables are tested with
signal level components. This means that the SUT consists of controller hardware and power
electronics hardware which are both tested while the other parts are simulated. This setup
requires a separate power electronics device which provides an electronic load for the main
power electronics device under test (Luostarinen, 2015). This method is called “Power level
HIL simulation” for its exchange of signal- and power variables between the system under test
and the simulation plant (Bouscayrol, 2008).

2
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Power level HIL simulation. System under test has additional power electronics

hardware. Simulation plant in the meantime has additional electronic load to provide load for
the power device (Bouscayrol, 2008).

In mechanical level HIL simulations, the controller, power electronics and electric machine
are tested and the mechanical parts are simulated. Mechanical inputs and outputs are specified
by the simulation system to the electrical machine under test. A load machine is typically used
as controlled mechanical load which is supplied by a second power electronics set. HIL
simulation controls the load machine and sends user-defined mechanical measurements to the
controller board under test. This method is called “Mechanical level HIL simulation” as the
system under test and simulation plant exchanges mechanical variables (Bouscayrol, 2008).
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Figure 2.4

Mechanical level HIL simulation. System under test now consists of hardware

controller, power electronics and electrical machine. Simulation plant has an added load
supply for the load machine (Bouscayrol, 2008).

2.3

Simulation software

Testing different applications requires an accurate emulation of the simulated system created
with real-time simulation software. Simulations are typically done in combination of
standalone simulation software, also known as offline digital simulation tools, and user
interfacing applications which link the HIL and the offline simulator together. Several offline
simulation tools are available, such as MATLAB/Simulink, NI LabVIEW, PSCAD/EMTDC,
SPICE, and many others. These simulation tools differ from each other with varying degrees
of simulation capabilities (Pak, et al., 2006). MATLAB/Simulink and LabVIEW are similar in
function, both offering a graphical programming approach for designing and simulating
systems. PSCAD/EMTDC and SPICE are also similar in function, both offering electronic
circuit simulation capabilities.

3
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Prerequisites for HIL test automation

Before focusing on actually automating tests, there are two major subjects that need emphasis
on: reusability and actual HIL simulation platform capabilities. Aforementioned subjects are
essential in order to design working test scripts and also design reusable test scripts and cases.
First and foremost, a list of requirements for the test automation environment needs to be
specified. The following list contains the requirements for the automated test environment:
•

Easy to deploy

•

User-friendly GUI

•

“To be run”- tests selectable from a list

•

Reusable models and tests

•

Ability to control the hardware controller under test

The test automation environment is preferred to be user-friendly and easy to deploy. This
means the test environment should have the possibility to create new test cases from users
which may have no prior experience with the software and programming. Users should be able
to construct their own test cases with readily-available functions pre-programmed by the test
engineer. Additionally, an easy to use GUI is preferred. The GUI should require minimal or no
maintenance from the user. The GUI representation should be built with a possibility for test
case selection in mind. In an optimal situation, all test cases should be displayed and
selectable. Selected test cases will then be run and unselected ones will be left out of the test.
Simulation models and/or test cases are required to be reusable to some degree. In order to
design reusable simulation models and/or test cases, an in-depth study is conducted about
reusability.
Since hardware controllers’ functionalities are being tested, it’s fundamental for the controller
to be able to control the HIL simulator and at the same time, the HIL needs to be able to
produce necessary signals for the hardware controller in real-time. Controlling the simulation
means the hardware controllers need to have the ability to change ongoing simulation values.
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Additionally, controller operation values also need to be able to be monitored and captured. To
make this happen, a method to send commands from the computer to the hardware controller
under test must be possible. The hardware controller must also have the ability to be able to be
controlled from an external source and return its operation values. This may require
modification to the current hardware controller program.

3.1

Test setup for this thesis

The HIL device in operation for this thesis is OPAL-RT’s Real-Time Digital Simulator
(RTDS) model ‘OP5700’. OP5700 consists of a real-time Personal Computer (PC), a Central
Processing Unit (CPU) and an FPGA (Opal-RT Technologies, 2018).

Figure 3.1

OP5700 internal structure. Real-time PC is coupled with a Xilinx Virtex-7

FPGA along with 8 I/O modules (Opal-RT Technologies, 2018).
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Below is a table of requirements for OP5700 RTDS (Opal-RT Technologies, 2018):

Table 3.1
Minimum requirements for OP5700 RTDS.
Requirement
Software
HIL interfacing application

RT-Lab

Offline simulator

Matlab & Simulink

Electrical hardware solver

PLECS or Simscape Electrical

A separate PC acts as a user workstation for the HIL. The user workstation PC will use
Matlab/Simulink as offline simulation software to emulate the UPS system and RT-LAB
software to link the offline simulator with the HIL device. Piecewise Linear Electrical Circuit
Simulation (PLECS) tool is used to emulate the UPS electrical circuitry. PLECS was selected
because of the availability and previous experience with the tool. Two separate UPS hardware
controllers are also used to provide external signals for the HIL simulation. In this setup, ESS
simulation model and its respective controllers are tested.
The system under test is a modified version of the 9395P UPS controller, called the Grid
Converter (GC). The most important parts are two controllers called Machine Control Unit
(MCU) and Universal Power Module (UPM). The UPM has a Digital Signal Processor (DSP)
which handles the control of the rectifier, inverter and battery converter. The MCU in turn
handles multiple UPMs and maintains a Controller Area Network (CAN) between all the
modules. Communication between the user workstation and the GC is mainly through the
MCU via RS-232 serial communication. RS-232 is the standard communication protocol for
linking the workstation and the GC which enables the use of debugger screens as well as
configuration of the GC.
The controller is physically attached to the HIL I/O modules as well as to a user workstation.
In this setup, the GC controls the inverter and battery converter switches in the HIL
simulation. All the signals operate in logic level, meaning that there isn’t 230V running in any
of the controllers or the HIL. The simulation is purely signal level HIL simulation. The GC
firmware testing is the main focus in this thesis.
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Figure 3.2

Graph of the HIL setup. HIL is emulating the functionality of a power circuit

model while connected to physical hardware controller boards as well as a user workstation.
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Study of reusability

A significant portion of test case design revolves around sustainability and reusability. Tests
need to be designed in a way which enables them to be reused for future products. This task is
not simple and requires preplanning in order to achieve reusability of tests. This chapter
describes three different concepts about designing an environment which boosts reusability in
a HIL simulation and test automation environment.
The first step is to implement a test design standard. All tests should be designed by following
this standard. In order to design an effective standard, a general idea of what objects can be
designed to be reusable and what objects are hard and/or not worth reusing.

Figure 3.3

Chart of static and dynamic objects. Static objects mainly consists of software

and dynamic objects consists of models and scripts. Test scripts are managed by a test script
manager.
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In Figure 3.3, objects have been divided into two types: static and dynamic. Static objects are
objects that are in no means modifiable or are kept intact as much as possible. Static objects
mainly consist of software which are dependent on the HIL simulator. Dynamic objects are
objects that are the main focus in implementing the test design standard. Dynamic objects are
modifiable and depending on which approach is taken, some dynamic objects will convert into
static objects. The objects remaining as dynamic objects are subject to change and might
require further modification in order to be usable for future products.

3.2.1 Approaches in designing reusable test cases
The next step is to decide on which dynamic objects will remain dynamic and which objects
will convert into static objects. Objects converted into static objects will be kept intact as
much as possible and are designed to be compatible with future products. Three different test
design protocol approaches are presented and their applicability analyzed for the current
testing environment.
The first approach is to keep the Simulink and PLECS model as dynamic objects while
converting test scripts into static objects. Test scripts for a single test case needs to be
designed in a way which makes it compatible for all current products. Test parameters for
different product versions need to be preprogrammed into test scripts. An option to select the
desired product version must be presented. Based on the selected option, test scripts must
identify the selection and run the simulation using corresponding Simulink and PLECS
models. Test scripts only need modification when a new product is added. This approach
provides a high degree of reusability as test scripts can be easily modified and Simulink and
PLECS models can be partially reused. Products with similar functionality and circuitry can
use the same Simulink and PLECS model.
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Chart of static and dynamic objects based on the first approach. Test scripts

have been converted to static objects. Individual test script cases load the corresponding
Simulink/PLECS model specifically designed for the product model.
Second approach is to convert Simulink and PLECS models into static objects. Test scripts
can either be static or dynamic in this case. Only one Simulink and PLECS model exist in this
approach. Simulink and PLECS model needs to be designed to have the functionality of all
current products. Future product functionality can be added to the same model. Test scripts
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can be partially static, meaning that a management script is needed to manage test scripts for
different products. Test engineers can select the appropriate product version and the
management script will identify the selection and run the simulation using corresponding test
scripts.
This approach offers partial degree of reusability as test scripts are partly reused. Test scripts
with the same test, but with different model, are bound to be similar (if not identical with
different parameters) to each other. Having Simulink and PLECS models as static objects can
be frustrating to update as component amount is estimated to be significant in a way which
makes the model hard to identify which part represents which product. In addition to this,
excess amount of components slows down the computing time. Because of the many flaws
listed above, this approach is not recommended for the purpose of this thesis.
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Chart of static and dynamic objects based on the second approach. Product

models have their corresponding individual test scripts, but share the same Simulink and
PLECS model.
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Third approach is to convert all objects into static objects. Similar to the second approach,
Simulink and PLECS model needs to be designed to have the functionality of all current
products while future product functionality will be added to the same model. The difference
from the second approach is the conversion of test scripts into static objects. This means that
an individual test case only requires one test script and is compatible with all product models.
This provides us with the most reusability as future products will reuse the same scripts and
models. However, implementing this approach is very challenging and requires close
collaboration with the whole development team. The method for creating test cases and
models also needs to be standardized. In addition, future products need to have a similar base
circuit design. Base circuit is the circuit model which has the core functionalities of the current
products, but without different products unique functions. Think of it as a general template for
circuit models. Unique functions for products would gradually be added to the base circuit.
Now, because of this limitation, future products are forced to use this template and this greatly
limits the development of better products as the functionality needs to be almost identical to
the older products.
This approach can be considered to be an upgrade from the second approach. By using a datadriven approach with test scripts (See chapter 4.2 about data-driven framework), fewer test
scripts are needed. However, because of the flaws mentioned in the second approach and the
significant flaw in product development, this approach is also not recommended for the
purpose of this thesis.
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Chart of static and dynamic objects based on the second approach. All objects

have been converted into static objects. Individual test scripts are compatible with all product
models and all simulations are done with one Simulink and PLECS model.
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3.3

RT-Lab capabilities

In order to effectively analyze different test automation methods, a proper understanding of
RT-Lab capabilities and simulation requirements are needed.
List of fundamental functions required from simulations:
•

Modify Simulink block parameters

•

Modify circuit diagram individual component values

•

Data logging and saving

Test automation requires the modification of ongoing simulation parameters. In the simulation
model, there are two subsystems called ‘subsystem master’ and ‘subsystem client’.
‘Subsystem master’ handles most of the computation in the model. The most significant block
is the electrical hardware solver block which contains the circuit diagram of the model. Rest of
the system is typically built around the electrical hardware solver. ‘Subsystem client’ is the
subsystem which is displayed as an interface to the user in a real-time simulation. Its main
usage is to display different signal’s values and also possible modification of variables.
RT-Lab offers the capability to modify block parameters of an ongoing simulation located in
the ‘subsystem master’ subsystem. This can be done either in RT-Lab UI or by using test
scripts. ‘Subsystem client’ Simulink blocks, such as switches and variable blocks, are only
modifiable manually by the user. Modification requires the user to access the ‘Subsystem
client’ interface and manually inputting the new values to the variables.
Electrical simulations are done with RT-Lab electrical hardware solver (eHS) block which
uses either Simscape Electrical- or PLECS circuit diagram models. Controllable switches can
be added to the circuit model. These switches can either be controlled with digital inputs from
an external source (e.g. Control board) or using simulation coefficient parameters. Individual
circuit components cannot be directly modified. Instead, the solver block uses different
scenarios to determine the values of individual components. Scenarios are located in a separate
file in xls format. The solver block generates an xls file with all the component values.
Scenarios can then be added to the xls file, each row representing a scenario with its unique set
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of component values. Component values can thus be changed by changing the scenario of an
ongoing simulation.
Data from the simulation can be exported by utilizing the ‘OpWriteFile’ block provided by
RT-Lab. This block records data from a user-defined signal and exports it in Matlab Data
(.mat) format. Alternatively, data from the current iteration of the simulation can also be
obtained.
RT-Lab has a built-in Application Programming Interface (API) to be used with test scripts.
Test scripts created using this API offer a high degree of flexibility. They are capable of
changing ongoing simulation block parameters, executing Matlab commands and handling
post processing duties such as transferring simulation output data files to relevant folders and
analyze the data using Matlab or other third party software. More information about the API is
presented in chapter 4.

3.3.1 Limitations set by RT-Lab
Although RT-Lab API provides a wide variety of functions to interact with the simulation,
there are many limitations that can’t be done without manual user interaction or requires
specific workarounds.
The most critical limitation is the inability to change Simulink eHS block parameters. More
specifically, PLECS model and Scenarios xls files cannot be directly changed in an ongoing
simulation. This means that changing the PLECS model and Scenarios xls file isn’t possible
without manual modification. This is problematic, because while we can change scenarios in
an ongoing simulation, there is a limited amount of different scenarios allowed in the solver
block. The maximum scenario amount depends on the PLECS model. Scenario amount can be
increased by adding more tabs to the xls file, but switching tabs also requires manual
parameter change in the solver block. Depending on the test case, this can greatly limit tests
which require multiple circuit component value changes.
Extracting data seems to be straightforward in theory, but ‘OpWriteFile’ block functionality is
very limited in practice. Only five ‘OpWriteFile’ blocks can be simultaneously functional.
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This means signals may be grouped together in order to log all the required data. Additionally,
‘OpWriteFile’ block will log data for a short period of time whenever the simulation is started,
even while not actually triggered. This creates an output file containing a small amount of data
which are typically not needed. Because of this, while analyzing output data, the first output
file typically needs to be skipped.
Although a trivial matter, parameters cannot be changed in the ‘Subsystem client’ subsystem.
This means creating both manually and automatically operable simulation models requires
extra variable blocks or a suitable workaround. Since users can only manually modify data in
the ‘Subsystem client’ subsystem and that data cannot be directly modified.

Figure 3.7

Example of manual and automatic switch parameter change. Manual switch is

located in the ‘Subsystem client’ side, automatic switch works with a workaround solution by
raising the individual switch threshold in ‘Subsystem master’ side. Signal input and output
(IO) is circled in red while switches are circled in blue.
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Integrating test automation with HIL

A substantial amount of testing is still performed manually. Manual testing is prone to human
error and tests may be unintentionally repeated and some tests might even be left completely
untested (Blackburn , et al., 2004). By switching from manual testing to automated testing,
tests are conducted in a more systematic way. Test engineers can select appropriate test
scenarios from a ready-made list and the whole test process can be run automatically outside
of working hours. New test engineers or users are easier to train to use the test software as test
engineers or users don’t need prior experience with how the tests are conducted.
The process of switching from manual testing to automated testing is not a simple task. As
trivial as determining the behavior and functionality of the test application is important. A
detailed description of the test application is essential. A set of predefined features and
behaviors of a product is needed to evaluate the scope of the work. After understanding the
complete context, a test engineer can then verify all the possible actions and use scenarios
regarding the product (Apfelbaum & Doyle, 1997). The most important aspect is the
reusability of test cases and –models.
HIL simulation software typically doesn’t have built-in test automation capabilities. For this
reason, test engineers are facing the challenge of combining HIL simulations and test
automation. Third-party applications are typically used in assistance of automating tests.

4.1

Different test automation frameworks

Test Automation Framework (TAF) is a tool which provides test engineers a base environment
to assist in test automation. Typically, this is third-party software. TAFs are used to create and
run automated test cases. TAFs typically offer a User Interface (UI) for the user to help
generate and run test cases. There are several different types of commercially available TAFs,
which make them hard to be categorized. They are generally narrowed down to 5 general
types (Aebersold, 2018):
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Linear automation framework
Modular based testing framework
Library architecture testing framework
Data-Driven framework
Keyword-Driven framework

Linear automation framework uses record and playback to generate automated tests. Linear
automation framework is the most simplified test automation method. Testers are not required
to have any prior knowledge about programming. Tests are generated by recording users input
actions and then generating a test script based on those actions. Test cases are generated in
rapid succession because of the recording feature. Tests are also easily repeatable because of
the playback feature. These tests, however, are not reusable as modifications cannot be done to
the recording and tests need to be re-recorded if the test setup undergoes even the slightest
modification.
Modular based testing framework’s working principle is based on splitting the system into
smaller modules and testing each module individually. Test cases are created for each module
and modules can be combined to build larger tests. This framework provides very high
capabilities in reusability as different modules can be reused. Because of the modularity,
changes to the test only require modification to the module associated to the test case.
However, splitting the system into smaller modules and/or creation of the models requires a
lot of work and programming skills. Changing the input/output parameters also requires
modification to the module.
Library architecture testing framework can be considered as an upgraded version of modular
based testing framework. While modular based testing framework only runs tests individually
for each module, library architecture testing framework groups several individual module tests
into a function and it’s saved to a library. These functions can then be called by the test script
whenever needed. Further programming knowledge is required in creation of test scripts and
development of test scripts may take more time.
In Data-driven framework, test parameters are not hard-coded into the test script. Instead, they
are saved externally for easier modification of test parameters. This allows the test to be run
with different test parameters very easily. Multiple scenarios can be simulated with different
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data sets and tests can be executed much faster. Setting up this framework requires proficiency
in various programming languages. Test scripts need to load and process external data
seamlessly.
In Keyword-Driven framework, test scripts take a form of a table which contains instructions
row-by-row and are executed in consecutive order. These instructions are actually functions
that are programmed and stored in a library as keywords. Setting up this framework requires a
lot of time as keywords need to be programmed and saved into libraries. However, after the
initial setup, this framework provides an easy to use GUI with reusable keywords. Testers
don’t need prior scripting knowledge as keywords contain a brief description of the function.

4.2

Test automation methods for RT-Lab

Because OP5700 requires a HIL simulation platform to operate and RT-Lab being the official
software for this task, there are limited amount of automation methods which are viable for
this HIL device. RT-Lab offers test automation capabilities, but they aren’t very practical by
themselves. This will be more discussed below.
Five possible test automation methods are found and their pros and cons reviewed:
•

Linear automation approach

•

Test script based test automation

•

Third-party test automation software, TestStand

•

OPC UA Server/Client Approach

•

Robot Framework TAF

Most test automation methods presented below make use of custom test scripts written in
Python 2. Test scripts can either be programmed to directly interact with the simulation or to
interact with a simulation already running in RT-Lab. Test scripts can be programmed to
execute RT-Lab functions. An example of these functions is the ability to modify parameters
of an ongoing simulation and build, load and reset the simulation.
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4.2.1 Linear automation approach
RT-LAB offers a record and playback function which records the sequences of manual
operations performed by the test engineer and produces a test script based on the performed
actions. The test script is written in Python 2 and is operable from the provided Python
interpreter. The recording feature is operated from the RT-Lab Graphical User Interface (GUI)
and is meant to be as an entry level method to test automation. This test automation approach
is useful if a certain test needs to be re-run in a later time with similar parameters. However,
the playback doesn’t identify modified parameters or GUI objects which limit the reusability
of the recording. The test script generated by the recording needs to be modified manually or
the test needs to be re-recorded in order to function with modified parameters.

4.2.2 Test script based automation using Python 2.7
Test script based test automation is a method which utilizes the RT-Lab Application
Programming Interface (API). It offers the capability of loading user-programmed scripts
which allows the user to control simulations. These custom scripts are called test scripts. Test
scripts are able to run tests automatically without human interaction. Test scripts typically
contain instructions about the type of tests it will run based on ready-made simulation models
and captures the output and stores the results in an appropriate format which can be reviewed
later (Blackburn , et al., 2004).
There are several programming language options when programming test scripts. In RT-Lab,
they are either programmed in Python-, C- or in Java programming language. All
programming languages make use of RT-Lab’s built-in API.
When RT-Lab software is started, a background process named ‘Metacontroller’ is started as
well. The RT-Lab API provides two Python library of functions: OpalApi and RtlabApi. Both
aver very similar to each other, but have specific differences. When utilizing OpalApi- library,
only the Metacontroller needs to be active in the background, RT-Lab software can be closed.
This means that when using OpalApi, RT-Lab is not required to be running. OpalApi- library
has functions which are able to open the simulation model, establish a connection with the
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HIL device and then operate the simulation and change simulation values. RtlabApi is similar
to OpalApi, but instead of only requiring Metacontroller, RtlabApi requires RT-Lab to be
running in the background as well. The model must be at least buildable in order for RtlabApi
to interact with the simulation. Both APIs can connect to a certain model by using its model
name. This feature is important when the user wants to change the simulation model without
human interaction.
Test scripts can either be run standalone or a separate script management program can be
programmed. The most basic GUI can be designed using Python’s de-facto standard GUI
package: TKinter. However, designing a custom GUI is not optimal as it requires manual
maintenance and frequent updating.

4.2.3 NI TestStand test automation software
TestStand is a test automation framework which has programming elements while being userfriendly towards non-programmers. TestStand combines library architecture and data-driven
testing. Test cases in TestStand are built in files called test sequences. Test sequences are
similar to programming in structure, containing a setup, main program and cleanup. Instead of
lines of code, ready-made functions and subsequences make up the main test sequence.
TestStand can use third-party applications in its test sequences. For example, a separate dialog
created in Microsoft .Net open source developer platform can be called by TestStand and the
values can be returned to TestStand. Applications supported by TestStand limits to LabView,
NI Labwindows/CVI,
ActiveX/COM.

C/C++ Dynamic

Link-Library (DLL),

Microsoft

.Net

and
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Figure 4.1

Example test sequence structure in TestStand. Test sequences consist of Setup

with user-defined parameters, Main with the main test functions and Cleanup with
disconnection of all connections and memory occupants.

TestStand is officially supported by RT-Lab, offering a separate API specifically for
TestStand. This API grants functions for TestStand similar to the Python API, such as loading
and executing the model and modifying parameter values of an ongoing simulation.
TestStand doesn’t have built-in dialogs. This means the ability to select certain tests from a list
isn’t directly possible. An external dialog GUI needs to be created in order for the user to have
the ability to select tests from a list. This means the dialog needs to be manually updated when
new test cases emerge.
Although RT-Lab API for TestStand is similar to Python API, API for TestStand lacks many
functions which Python API has. One of the lacking functions is the ability to execute Matlab
commands. Because simulation output files are saved in Matlab Data (.mat) format, TestStand
can’t interact with the files. This means that tests can’t use the built-in post-test analysis
function in TestStand without specific workarounds.
In regards of reusability, test sequences created in TestStand are saved in .sec format. While
this format is used in other concepts, TestStand test sequences are only compatible with
TestStand or other NI products such as LabView. This means that TestStand will become a
static object in regards of reusability (see chapter 4.1 for static and dynamic objects).
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Additionally, TestStand isn’t capable of importing python libraries which makes it unable to
utilize python functions directly. This further limits the reusability of test scripts.
While TestStand has many useful features, it is a commercial package and requires a paid
license to function (National Instruments, 2018). While the TestStand package with the lowest
cost grants the ability to run test sequences, the most expensive package, TestStand
Development System, grants the ability to create and modify test sequences. Because test
sequences will inevitably be modified to be compatible with new products and/or test cases,
the preferred package to obtain is TestStand Development System with a cost of 5 080 €
(National Instruments, 2018).
Because of limitations with Matlab and reusability, TestStand isn’t recommended as the
primary choice for test automation with HIL simulations.

4.2.4 OPC UA Server/Client approach
Open Platform Communications (OPC) Unified Architecture (UA) is the Interoperability
standard for secure and reliable exchange of data between systems (OPC Foundation, 2018).
Interoperability means ‘as seamless interaction between systems as possible to ensure
exchange of information in an efficient and usable fashion” (Schleipen, 2008).
OPC UA is mainly used by developers to remotely monitor and communicate with a device.
This allows remote device maintenance as well as remotely changing operating parameters.
Because OPC UA uses standard interfaces, such as Web Service and Hyper Text Transfer
Protocol (HTTP), the operating data from the device can be integrated with other systems.
This enables more control over the entire facility (Rinaldi, 2015). For this thesis’ purpose,
OPC UA is considered to be used to automate tests by changing operating parameters
automatically.
RT-Lab software is capable of acting as OPC UA server. This allows third-party software
acting as OPC UA client to establish a connection to RT-LAB software acting as an OPC UA
server. This enables the OPC UA client to monitor any kind of simulation points of the
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simulation model and also has the capability to control the simulation by changing simulation
parameters.
However, OPC UA Client software can’t modify simulation values in itself. A separate tool is
typically required to automate tests using OPC UA. Several OPC UA client software tools are
available both as freeware or proprietary software such as UA UaExpert and NI LabView.
OPC UA client can also be imported as a plugin/library for test frameworks. More information
about frameworks and OPC UA are presented in chapter 4.2.5.
Further study is required as RT-Lab requires a separate license regarding OPC UA in order to
operate as an OPC UA server. A license was not pursued by this thesis because of similarities
in functions with Robot Framework.

4.2.5 Robot Framework TAF
An open-source Keyword-Driven framework called ‘Robot Framework’ is selected and its
capabilities evaluated and tested. Not only does Robot Framework offer several third-party
easy to use GUIs, it has many easily accessible tools made by the community. Additionally, an
OPC UA library exists for Robot Framework, granting capabilities for Robot Framework to
act as an OPC UA client. Robot Framework has also successfully been used in testing of
several embedded device’s performance at the same time, with test sequences assigned by the
framework. This was demonstrated at the Rootconf 2014 conference (Sriramkumar, 2014).
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Third-party GUI for Robot Framework, Robot Integrated Development

Environment (RIDE). On the left, there is a test suite with three example test cases.
Appropriate test cases can be selected by ticking the box and then only ticked test cases will
be run.

Robot Framework can be utilized in several ways: the first approach is to create several test
cases in Robot Framework. Test cases contain a keyword which starts up the corresponding
Python test script. Robot Framework GUI contains a list of test cases and the appropriate test
cases can be selected to be run for the test as shown in Figure 4.2. In regards of reusability,
because test cases remain in python .py extension and are only executed by Robot Framework,
this method offers a high degree of reusability. Python scripts can then be reused in other tools
or TAF platforms.
Alternatively, the most user-friendly way is to split test scripts into several python functions.
Python functions can then be used in Robot Framework as keywords. This means test cases
can be completely built in Robot Framework by using several functions. This enables users to
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construct complete test scripts without prior knowledge of Robot Framework or any
programming language. Additionally, this method maintains a very high degree of reusability
as python functions can be effectively reused in other platforms, if a need arises.
Another approach is to utilize the OPC UA library for Robot Framework. Robot Framework
can then act as an OPC UA client and establish a connection to the simulation software acting
as an OPC UA server. Taking this approach is similar to the approach mentioned above, which
requires either utilizing .py extensions to execute tests or creating keywords in Robot
Framework which calls python functions, offering very high degree of reusability and ease-ofuse.
Robot Framework also offers a visual post-test report about the passed- and failed tests.
Different criteria can be assigned for passing and failing a test. Robot Framework generates
two separate report files: report-level and log-level. Report-level shows the user a quick
summary of the tests. This includes all the tests run and with the amount of passed and failed
tests. A report-level report example is shown in figure 4.3. Log-level report file contains more
detailed information about the passed- and failed tests, showing every keyword that passed or
failed as well as the reason for failure. A log-level report example is shown in figure 4.4. This
enables quick analysis of passed and failed tests from the report-level report and more detailed
analysis can be obtained from log-level report.
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Robot Framework report-level report. The background color corresponds to the

color of passed / failed tests; green when all tests passed and red when one or more tests have
failed. This gives immediate visual feedback to the user.
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Figure 4.4

Robot Framework log-level report. Every keyword is evaluated and failed tests

are visually marked with red color alongside with additional information about the reason of
failure.

Because of its customizability and compatibility with HIL software and simulation software as
well as ease-of-use, Robot Framework is considered to be the top contender for test
automation and HIL.
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Test automation setups used in the industry

Test automation and HIL simulation is commonly practiced in automotive industry in
Electronic Control Unit (ECU) testing and development (Boot, et al., 1999) (Hanselmann,
1996) (Lim & Kim, 2017) (Mouzakitis, et al., 2010). This section will present a few examples
of HIL simulation and test automation integration in the automotive industry.

4.3.1 Test script based automation using custom software
In (Lim & Kim, 2017) research, two test automation solutions are presented and the most
convenient one is selected. The selected solution is based on a customized test automation tool
which offers a GUI for the user. The tool consists of 7 tabs in which the main features of the
tool are located in its test script generation-, simulation tool connection- and report generation
tabs. Test scripts are generated in the test script generation tab when a corresponding ECU or
controller and vehicle variant type is selected from the test database. Simulation tool tab
handles the connection settings between the custom test automation tool and the HIL software.
Custom test automation tool is set as a Client and the HIL software as Server. This allows the
Custom test automation tool to control HIL software to a certain degree (for example, input
and output parameters can be updated in real time). Report generation tab automatically or
manually generates the test results. The custom test automation tool runs a script which
launches a post-test-analysis program to analyze the results generated by the HIL software.
The program displays raw data for the interested signals at the certain time of the evaluation,
the determination conditions, the result of success and failure and the description of each
variation name and simple test conditions.
This approach doesn’t have pre-made test scripts. Instead, test scripts are created just before
the tests. Additionally, a custom tool with a GUI provides a user-friendly environment for the
user. The custom tool also includes report generation in different formats. However, the
custom tool requires maintenance and frequent updating. Designing the custom tool to
generate test scripts is a lengthy process. The method of generating test scripts wasn’t
disclosed, but it’s assumed that a set of hard-coded code is copied to the test script with
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corresponding test parameters. It’s assumed that the functions in test scripts are preprogrammed and are added to test scripts when test scripts are created. Having preprogrammed functions offers a high degree of reusability because the functions can be used in
future tests. The concept of having pre-programmed functions can be utilized in Eaton’s test
automation environment.

4.3.2 Automation using Library Architecture approach
In (Boot, et al., 1999) research, a Library Architecture approach is used to automate testing of
ECUs. Similar to other approaches, custom test sequences are generated and are then run
automatically by the HIL software. However, the methods of storing and handling of test
sequences are different. A single test sequence contains test information about an individual
function block. Test parameters are not hard-coded into the test sequence as parameters are
loaded from an external file, similar to Data-Driven test automation approach. This method
greatly enhances the reusability of previously written test sequences as they can be used in
similar ECU concepts (for example, 4-, 6-, or 8-cylinder concepts). All the test sequences are
stored in a library and the library is managed by Test Applicability Table (TAT). TAT is a
table in which the test engineer can select various options and test conditions. Appropriate
tests are selected along with information such as the validity range of load and temperature
operating points and the referred diagnosis script of the program versions, and so on. Predefined standard operating points assist in selecting the range and sequence of single tests.
Standard operating points include warm engine, idle speed, partial load, full load, coast load.
Additionally, the user can define their custom operating points.
(Boot, et al., 1999) research used dSPACE’s test automation script language to create
automated tests in the form of test sequences. A generic script frame was developed to enable
the user to create new test scenarios by utilizing predefined templates for test scenario
creation.
This method offers a very high degree of reusability with test sequences for future generation
ECUs because of the standardization of test sequence creation. A third-party tool, dSPACE,
provides a GUI for test sequence generation while TAT provides a GUI for test automation.
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While a third-party tool is used for test sequence generation, TAT GUI requires manual
maintenance and frequent updating. However, because dSPACE test automation script
language was used instead of a more widely used programming language to program the test
scripts, changing the framework is not possible without reprogramming the test sequences in a
different programming language. This is something to consider while choosing a test
framework for the automated test environment.

Figure 4.5

Test Applicability Table process map. The test engineer selects the data and

then specifies the operating point (test parameters). After this procedure, the test sequence is
either fetched from a library of previous test sequences or it’s created based on the specified
operating point (Boot, et al., 1999).
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While taking chapter 3’s and 4’s requirements and features into account, this chapter will
discuss about the recommended method of integrating HIL simulation and test automation into
the current test environment.

5.1

Recommended test automation method

Considering the different test automation options listed in chapter 4 as well as taking account
the requirements listed in chapter 3, the most suitable test automation method is to use test
script based automation in combination with test automation using Robot Framework TAF.
Not only does Robot Framework offer several third-party GUI options, it’s comprehensive
with its user-friendly work environment, graphical post-test analysis and flexibility with
external python libraries. While RT-Lab supports a variety of programming languages to use
with its API, Robot Framework is able to directly utilize RT-Lab’s Python API. Robot
Framework can directly call the Python API functions in Robot Framework test cases.
Additionally, Robot Framework is able to directly assess the results from the simulation.
Robot Framework can be paired with third-party IDEs to assist in creating test cases. This
thesis favors RIDE because of its simplicity and ease of use. RIDE is easy to deploy and it’s
the most suitable IDE for users with little to no programming knowledge.
A possible test automation method contender is NI TestView. While officially supported by
RT-Lab, the API for TestView is simply not comprehensive enough to be the most suitable
option. The most significant downsides are the inability to work with Matlab and the possible
use of external resources (such as dialogs), which require additional programming knowledge
from different programming languages. However, this method is still a good contender as it
offers an easy-to-use UI alongside with pre-built functions.
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Recommended reusability protocol

The objective is to obtain the highest degree of reusability while maintaining a certain degree
of user-friendliness. The first approach described in figure 4.2, where test scripts are static
objects while Simulink/PLECS models are dynamic, is perfectly suited for this thesis’
purpose.

While having static test scripts, they can be very effectively reused in future

applications. Additionally, having Simulink and PLECS models as dynamic objects is more
user-friendly as users can freely modify products simulation models without worrying it might
break the functionality of some other product.
In practice, python functions for individual commands, such as modifying a specific parameter
in the simulation or changing the state of a switch, are pre-programmed into a library of
functions. The library of functions is then imported to Robot Framework and each individual
function will be defined as a keyword for clarity. Test scripts are then created in Robot
Framework by utilizing newly defined keywords.
Because of the limitation about the ability to change simulation models easily, it’s
recommended for products to have their own simulation models. Robot Framework can be
programmed to ask for the user to input the simulation model to be loaded and RT-Lab will
then load the user defined simulation model.
By having test scripts as static objects and simulation models as dynamic objects, a high
degree of reusability is maintained. This method also causes less confusion as different
products have their simulation models in their respective folders.

5.3

Implementing the test automation environment in practice

In order to implement the recommended test automation environment, certain preliminary
work needs to be done. In order for different simulation models to be freely selectable by the
user, RT-Lab projects need to be created in a certain way. This also holds true for Simulink
and PLECS models. In order to make RT-Lab/Simulink/PLECS model creation easy, a
predefined template is created.
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5.3.1 Template for RT-Lab, Simulink and PLECS
In order for RT-Lab projects to be freely selectable by the user, certain blocks and subsystems
need to be specifically named. The project name will be the name of the UPS/ESS product and
this will be the name which will be displayed to the user when selecting the appropriate
simulation model. Additionally, the Simulink- and PLECS model name must also be the same
for all models in different projects.

Figure 5.1

Example of Robot Framework dialog where user selects the desired UPS/ESS

simulation model.

In section 4.2, it was stated that every RT-Lab project has a ‘subsystem master’ and a
‘subsystem client’. These subsystems need to be named exactly the same in every project.
Typically ‘subsystem client’ is named as ‘sc_interface’ because of its user-interact-able
interface and ‘subsystem master’ is typically named as ‘sm_computation’ for its attribute of
handling the computation of the model.
Inside ‘subsystem master’ subsystem, every subsystem, switch, constant, etc., needs to be
named precisely the same in every model. Additionally, everything inside subsystems needs to
be the same in all models. For example, let’s say ‘MyWorkspace’ is the directory of the RT-
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Lab workspace, ‘MyProject’ is the project name, ‘MySimulinkModelName’ is the Simulink
model, ‘sm_computation’ is the ‘subsystem master’ subsystem and ‘ConstantName’ is the
name

of

the

constant

to

be

modified.

The

path

for

this

constant

is

then

‘…/MyWorkSpace/MyProject/MySimulinkModelName/sm_computation/ConstantName/Value’
, or visually represented in figure 5.2. The path is used in the RT-Lab API whenever a constant
or switch is being modified.

Figure 5.2

Diagram of RT-Lab naming template. Objects with an orange background have

static names while objects with a blue background have dynamic names.
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Figure 5.2 shows the visual interpretation of RT-Lab naming template. Objects with an orange
background should be named exactly the same between different projects. This is because in
order to control constants and switches, a path to the corresponding constant/switch is
required. To keep test scripts as static objects, the paths to constants and switches are hardcoded to the python library since all the paths are the same for every model. Objects with a
blue background can be freely named. In this case, only the project name can be a dynamic
name. This is to reduce confusion to the user as well as for Robot Framework’s dialog in
figure 5.1 to function.
Alternatively, each product has its own parameter file with all the paths to the switches and
constants. This parameter file is loaded in Robot Framework before running actual tests and its
path variables are saved as global variables to be used in all the test cases. This approach
offers more flexibility when building and naming new models.
Because PLECS model circuit component values can’t be modified easily mid-simulation and
because of the limitation in scenarios described in chapter 4.2.1, it’s best to name all scenario
files the same. This is because scenario files can be replaced with a same-named, but different
component-valued file. This allows for some flexibility when dealing with a test with multiple
component value changes. This suggestion holds true for both template design approaches.

5.3.2 Robot Framework structure, test cases and keywords
In practice, Robot Framework will utilize a predefined library of functions programmed in
Python, similar to the Library Architecture approach mentioned in chapter 4.2 and 4.4.2. The
library will consist of a wide variety of functions, each with their own purpose to control or
modify ongoing simulation parameters in RT-Lab. The functions need to be created in a way
which makes them highly reusable in other test cases.
Robot Framework test cases are stored in a test suite with an extension of .txt or .robot. Test
suites can be further organized into higher-level test suites. This makes it possible to organize
specific tests into their corresponding test suites. There are no limits for the structure, meaning
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that there can be an indefinite number of higher-level test suites (Robot Framework, 2018).
Because of this, test cases can be very flexibly organized.

Figure 5.3

Example of test cases and test suite hierarchy. Test cases are stored in a test

suite which is located inside a higher-level test suite. This in turn is inside an even higher-level
test suite.

Test cases need to be designed to be independent. This means that test cases should be able to
be run standalone and don’t depend on some other test case’s output. This makes tests
individual and while selecting tests to be run from a list, the user is certain tests can be run
standalone and not require input from other tests. One way to implement this is by creating
separate startup and cleanup test cases. Startup test will obtain all the information required for
other test cases to function and then make the information global so they are usable by other
test cases. In this thesis’ case, startup test case will prompt the user to select the product model
and upon doing so, the corresponding Simulink model will be simulated and the model name
will be saved in Robot Framework as a global variable. This procedure is to remove the need
to start the simulation in RT-Lab every time a new test case is being run. Test cases containing
actual tests will simply open the Simulink model project and start testing from then on and test
cases can simply close the project after the test case is finished. Cleanup is simply for
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releasing used memory and returning the HIL and computer to the state before the tests. In this
thesis’ case, cleanup will completely stop and reset the simulation in RT-Lab.
Because test cases are static, they need to be created to be compatible with all product models.
This is done by pre-defining paths (mentioned in chapter 5.3.1) for simulation variables and
switches into a separate variable file as variables.
Test cases itself should be prioritized to contain only keywords for simplicity and
convenience. This is to make test case creation easy and possible for users with little to no
programming skills.

Figure 5.4

Robot Framework structure for startup and cleanup on the left, and an example

test sequence on the right. Startup needs to be located before other test cases while Cleanup
needs to be at the bottom, under all other test cases. Example test sequence contains four
custom keywords. These keywords describe the functionality of the keyword clearly.

Keywords must be named in a way which is relevant to the functionality of the keyword. This
is to help users quickly get a grasp of the functionality of a keyword. In regards of keyword
management and storing, keywords can be saved to an external .robot resource file for easier
management.
Reusability can be applied to keywords as well. Keywords should also be designed to be
reusable in other test cases. This is possible if keywords only contain minimal amount of
functions. Keywords can contain as little as one action. By minimizing keyword’s amount of
action like this, more keywords can be applied to other test cases. For example, if manual
bypass test requires bypass switch to be turned on, this action can be programmed to a single
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keyword. This bypass switch keyword can be applied to some other test which requires the
bypass switch state to be changed.

5.3.3 Post test data analysis
Robot Framework’s post-processing is a very useful feature which provides graphical post-test
results. Robot Framework test criteria can be built inside test cases along with error messages
if the results don’t meet the criteria. When a test fails, the criterion which failed will be visibly
marked red and an explanation for failing will be visible. This enables fast post-test analysis.
In order to utilize this feature, there are three requirements that need to be fulfilled; Robot
Framework needs to be able to extract data from Matlab data files, Robot Framework needs to
get ongoing data from the hardware controllers as well as from the HIL.
Since RT-Lab exports data in .mat format, Matlab is mandatory in analyzing test results. This
makes it quite complicated to work with Robot Framework as Robot Framework cannot
interact with Matlab directly. Instead, Robot Framework needs to utilize RT-Lab API to
communicate with Matlab. Additionally, the function is limited to only sending Matlab
commands and receiving the response.
In order to utilize Robot Framework’s post-processing function, separate Matlab- and Python
functions are needed. By utilizing RT-Lab’s API to execute Matlab commands, Matlab can be
used to analyze the result files. The .mat data file produced from the simulation contains a
table of recorded values. To extract data from this table, a Matlab data analysis function needs
to be created. Each test case should have its own Matlab data analysis function to handle the
computation of the test case pass/fail criteria. Matlab will then return the results to Python
where the results are parsed and separated into variables. Python will then return the result
variables to Robot Framework where variable values are evaluated if the values pass or fail the
test criteria. HIL ongoing simulation data from the current iteration can also be obtained and
saved with a separate Python function.
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Figure 5.5

Result data analysis diagram. HIL produces the data in which RT-Lab saves it

into a .mat data file. The file is then assessed by Robot Framework. Robot Framework calls
RT-Lab API Matlab function to execute a Matlab function. Matlab analyses the results and
does necessary computation for pass/fail criteria. The computed results are sent to Python for
further parsing and results are returned to Robot Framework. Robot Framework then
determines if the test passes or fails based on the returned results.

The hardware controllers need to have the ability to return their operation data. This data is
vital in order to verify the controllers’ functionality. This thesis’ controllers communicate with
the user workstation by utilizing serial communication. Simply put, the user workstation is
able to request a specific data from the controller and it will return the requested value. This
feature is pre-programmed into the controllers and a separate library of functions is created
specifically for communication with the controllers.
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5.4

Testing procedure of a practical test

5.4.1 Practical test procedure
A proof-of-concept basic operational test case is executed and documented. This test
demonstrates the communication between the user workstation and the hardware controllers
under test. Additionally, the interaction between the controllers and HIL is monitored and
verified. The basic operational test consists of:
•

Checking the initial state of the UPM by requesting operation data via serial command

•

Enabling DC link pre-charge by changing the GC state via serial command

•

Verify that DC link voltage starts to rise by requesting data from the controller

•

Check if the battery contactor ‘K3’ is closed when DC link voltage reaches ~600V

•

Check if the inverter starts by checking the UPM state and cooling fan state

•

Disabling DC Link pre-charge by changing the GC state via serial command

•

Verify that UPM goes to shut down state and DC link voltage starts to decrease

This test is mainly to test if the UPM is able to start up, enable DC link pre-charge and then
close battery contactor K3 to enable current flow from battery to inverter. The pre-charge is
done to limit the inrush current, which prevents input IGBT blow-up when powering up. The
basic operational test will proceed as following: The initial state is checked by simply sending
a request to the MCU via serial command to return the state of the UPM. Similarly, the initial
DC link voltage is requested and saved. After this, the DC link pre-charge enabling command
is sent to the MCU and the DC link voltage is constantly monitored until the DC link voltage
starts to rise. If it never rises after a given time, the test will fail. At the same time, the DC link
voltage is recorded in HIL for a few seconds to ensure the simulation works correctly. This
data is obtained from the simulation directly for a set amount of simulation iterations until
Robot Framework verifies the DC link voltage starts to rise in the simulation. Battery
contactor named ‘K3’ should close when DC link voltage reaches 600 V. A signal is sent from
HIL to UPM to inform that the contactor K3 has successfully closed. At the same time, the
UPM state and the fan state are monitored to ensure that the inverter starts. After this, the DC
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link pre-charge disabling command is sent and lastly, UPM state will be monitored to ensure it
shuts down and DC link voltage is checked that it starts to decrease.

5.4.2 Practical test results
The test was not successful as it was found that some values weren’t able to be read from the
GC. Values such as fan status and battery contactor K3 were not designed to be read through
the serial communication port. Additionally, the GC and HIL had an unknown compatibility
issue; the GC UPM was stuck in shutdown state and because of this, MCU was stuck in
startup state. MCU was waiting for UPM to switch states, but this never happened. As a result,
the basic operational test will fail as the UPM cannot switch states and control the battery
contactor. A simplified test was instead run, which demonstrates the ability to obtain data from
the HIL and data from the GC. The procedure is similar to the basic operational test; it has the
same test steps, but instead of sending a command to enable/disable pre-charge to GC, it was
instead sent to HIL. Additionally, the test won’t verify the UPM state changes and fan speed
monitoring was removed. The full test script can be found in appendix 2.

Figure 5.6

Basic operational test report file. The user can quickly see that all tests have

passed by inspecting the green background.
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Figure 5.7

A section of the basic operational test from the log file. It shows the DC link

pre-charge voltage from HIL, saved to variables ‘${Initial_DCLink}’ and ‘${HIL_DCLink},
as well as the filtered voltage in GC UPM, saved to variables ‘${Initial_DCLink}’ and
‘${DCLink}’. The last number from the GC UPM voltage represents the first decimal place.
This proves that reading values from both HIL and GC in real-time is possible.
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Discussion

6.1

Practical test discussion

Figure 5.7 shows a section of the log level report of the simplified basic operational test. From
figure 5.7, it can be seen that HIL is able to produce a signal to the GC, then the GC is able to
filter the signal and Robot Framework is able to read both signal values; from HIL and from
GC. This fulfills one of the main goals set for this thesis.
However, this test didn’t demonstrate Robot Framework issuing a command to the GC to
enable/disable some internal function. Although this isn’t directly related to HIL, it’s still vital
to record the interaction between HIL and GC when GC is attempting to control HIL (for
example, when enabling the DC link pre-charge command from GC, does it actually start the
DC link pre-charge in HIL?). The test wasn’t conducted because of unknown problems with
GC described in chapter 5.4.2.
While the procedure of the basic operational test is described in chapter 5.4, actual procedure
was slightly different. During the basic operational test, it was found that not every variable is
monitor-able from the GC. In the basic operational test, the battery contactor K3 as well as the
UPM fan status wasn’t measurable. Several warnings, such as contactor K3 remains open
while DC link voltage exceeds the threshold (600 V), were issued in the GC MCU. This is
because the HIL is a controlled environment, some signals to GC were left out because of
missing hardware, such as UPS power supplies (Rectifier, Inverter and Battery Converter).
Because of the lack of an actual power supply, sensing gate cables were left out and because
of the lack of sensing gate cables, the GC MCU will issue warnings such as ‘Power Supply
Failure’.
The UPM fan status is not designed to be readable from the GC; this feature isn’t implemented
to the firmware yet. Battery Contactor K3 switch is simulated in the HIL and the command to
change the switch state is handled by the UPM. The contactor properly closes in the
simulation when UPM sends a signal to close the switch, but feedback for it closing isn’t
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working for some reason. The problem is speculated to be due to the problem in the PLECS
model. Battery Contactor K3 status is issued manually by the firmware itself when DC link
voltage reaches the threshold.
Because the circuit is being simulated in the HIL, the actual hardware with the circuit is left
out. And because of this, some data from the circuit might not be obtainable due to the HIL
not being able to produce the signal. Missing signals needs to be hard-coded to the firmware,
meaning that the firmware needs to produce the predicted signal value by itself when certain
conditions are met and forward the signal to the function which normally receives the signal
from the circuit in a real-time scenario. This means that the original firmware might not work
when testing it with HIL and a modified firmware, compatible with HIL, needs to be
separately made. Some functions aren’t able to be tested with HIL and the controller no longer
thinks it’s inside an actual UPS as it’s already told, that it’s connected to HIL, defeating the
original purpose. This is a huge issue, as the original intent was to test the firmware with the
same settings as inside an actual device.

6.2
While

Python and Robot Framework discussion
Python

version

2.7

is

bundled

with

RT-Lab

installation,

an

external

Python/Jython/IronPython interpreter is possible to replace the pre-installed Python. This
thesis used Python version 2.7.9. The reason behind this is because of RIDE and WxPython.
WxPython is required for RIDE to function. WxPython is only compatible with 32-bit Python
2.7 which forces other applications to use 32-bit Python 2.7 as well (Dunn, 2018). However, a
third-party solution exists for RIDE to launch with Python 2.7 and Robot Framework test
cases to run functions programmed in Python 3.
While there are other third-party IDEs which are capable of creating and editing Robot
Framework test suites and scripts, RIDE was chosen because of its simplicity and ease-of-use
for people with no prior experience with the software or test automation.
Robot Framework can call and execute individual functions from the library. The Python
function is able to return values back to Robot Framework. However, passing arguments from
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Robot Framework to Python functions requires additional steps. Robot Framework variable
encoding is in Unicode and because Python 2 doesn’t accept Unicode strings as function
arguments, variable values need to be converted either in Robot Framework or inside the
Python function.

6.3

RT-Lab discussion

Opal-RT has developed a second HIL interfacing tool which has built-in test automation
capabilities called HYPERSIM. This thesis didn’t have the chance to review the software as it
wasn’t capable of simulating UPS circuitry. A new version of HYPERSIM was set to release
in the near future while this thesis was being conducted, but there was no specified date when
the new version will be released. The new version would’ve been able to simulate UPS
systems and because of the built-in test automation capabilities, this software would’ve been a
possible candidate for combining HIL and test automation.
Although RT-Lab API, ‘OpalApiPy’, doesn’t require RT-Lab to be running in the background,
this library wasn’t used in this thesis. This was because the functions didn’t work as it failed to
connect to the model. Several attempts were made using different computers and different
users, but none was successful. The library was deemed not worth the time to investigate
further and ‘RtlabApi’ was used instead.
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Conclusions

In this thesis, it was found that HIL simulations are able to emulate the functionality of an
actual hardware system. HIL operates in real-time and provides a wide variety of advantages
such as safe testing environment, repeatable and automated test conditions and firmware
development advancement without actual hardware.
It was found that there are three different HIL simulation types, which can be further
categorized into three different HIL levels; Signal level-, power level- and mechanical level
HIL simulations. Signal level HIL only sends and receives low power signals while power
level HIL has real power devices outputting power variables. Mechanical level HIL has
controllers, power electronics and electric machines while the mechanical parts are simulated.
Mechanical HIL isn’t applicable for UPS devices as generators or motors aren’t being
simulated.
While researching the technology behind HIL and offline simulators, it was found that HIL
software, RT-Lab, acts as a gateway, linking the actual HIL device and the offline simulation
software. This enables simulations to be run in real-time. Several offline simulation tools are
commercially available, but for OP5700 HIL device, Matlab/Simulink was typically used as
the offline simulation software.
A thorough research was conducted about integrating test automation and HIL. It was found
that RT-Lab has built-in test automation capabilities, utilizing record/playback in the RT-Lab
GUI. However, this method was proven to be not optimal as it didn’t create reusable tests.
Five different methods were presented; linear automation approach, test script based
automation, NI TestStand, OPC UA server/client approach and test automation using Test
Automation Framework.
Two test automation setups found in automotive industry researches were reviewed. Both
researches used a similar concept in generating test scripts, but handling of test scripts were
done differently. In chapter 3.2.1, test scripts were generated and executed from custom
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software while in chapter 3.2.2 test sequences were generated with a third-party tool and
stored in a Test Applicability Table.
Prerequisites for HIL test automation were studied. This included a study of reusability and a
study of RT-Lab capabilities and limits. Aforementioned subjects were proven to be essential
prerequisites for test automation design. A proper understanding of reusable objects and static
objects needs to be known. For this to be achieved, three different test design protocols were
introduced and visualized. To further assist in choosing the most optimal test automation
design, a list of fundamental functions were listed and their fulfillment tested in RT-Lab. It
was found that some RT-Lab functions had flaws and required specific measures and/or
workarounds. For example, modifying circuit model component parameters is very limited
and requires an external file to be modified.
It was concluded that the most optimal test automation method is to use Robot Framework as
the main test automation tool for its user-friendly working environment, graphical post-test
analysis and workability with python libraries. Additionally, Robot Framework can directly
utilize RT-Lab’s Python API which allows Robot Framework to communicate with Matlab.
This enables Robot Framework to extract post-test data from Matlab. In order to obtain the
highest degree of reusability, it’s recommended to use a reusability protocol in which
individual test cases are compatible with different simulation models. Products are
recommended to have their own respective simulation models. This allows more flexibility
when designing current and future simulation models for products.
In order to deploy the most optimal test automation method, it was found that some
preliminary work needs to be done. A template for RT-Lab needs to be created in order to
standardize the creation of simulation models and RT-Lab project files. Emphasis needs to be
placed on naming different files and model constants and switches as it affects the test scripts.
Robot Framework structure were also studied along with Robot Framework test cases and
keywords. Robot Framework test cases are stored in a test suite which can be stored in a
higher-level test suite. Storing to a higher-level test suite can be done indefinitely. It was
concluded that test cases need to be designed to be independent to make it more user-friendly
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for the users. This can be done by creating two separate test cases which gather all the
necessary information and then making them globally available variables.
When running a practical test featuring Robot Framework and HIL functionality, it was found
that the HIL isn’t a perfect replica of the actual device; it can’t perfectly mimic the
functionality of the actual device as the simulator can’t produce all the required signals. This
required a modified firmware version, which was compatible with HIL, in order to function.
This means that when testing new firmware, additional modifications need to be made to the
firmware when testing new functions in HIL. This doesn’t fulfill the original purpose, which
was to test the firmware as it is with HIL.
An in-depth research about OPC UA- and Hypersim capabilities wasn’t conducted because of
the lack of licenses. Because both OPC UA and Hypersim require a separate license from
Opal-RT, it was deemed not financially worth to invest in the licenses as they were deemed
not to be an optimal way to implement test automation.
Further research can be conducted about OPC UA as it’s similar to Robot Framework and it
offers an alternative way of transferring data from computer to HIL hardware. A proper test to
issue a command with Robot Framework to GC to see the interaction between GC and HIL is
also recommended. Additionally, the HIL simulation models and firmware needs to be
researched of how they can be improved to mitigate the limitations set by HIL.
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Appendices
Appendix 1

Matlab function to load and parse

This function is used when loading and parsing Matlab data files generated by the HIL
% The current directory is saved into a variable
SrcOut_files = dir;
Checker = 0;
for i = 1:numel(SrcOut_files)
% the file size is compared in order to filter out
% files that are not matlab data files
if SrcOut_files(i).bytes > 1500000
% saves all the file names in the directory into a variable
fileName = SrcOut_files(i).name;
% Sequenced file name is created
CheckStr = sprintf('SourceAndOutData_%d.mat', num);
% secuenced file is checked if it exists in the directory
Checker = strfind(fileName, CheckStr);
% if the file exists, then load the file
if Checker == 1
dataFile = load(SrcOut_files(i).name);
Checker = 0;
end
end
end
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Appendix 2

Proof-of-Concept test script in Robot Framework

Connect To Project ${Model}
Get Parameter Control
Get Signal Control
# Read UPM initial state
${id}= Set Variable MCU
${type}= Set Variable variable
${InitialState}= Read Serial ${id} ${type} 493 1
# Read DC Link Voltage value
${Initial_DCLink}= Read Serial ${id} ${type} 417 1
# Read HIL Simulation DC Link Voltage value
${HIL_Initial_DCLink}= Read Signal Link Voltage # Send command to enable DC
link precharge in HIL
Change Precharge State 1
Sleep 5
# Veryfy that Simulation DC Link Voltage starts to rise
${HIL_DCLink}= Read Signal Link Voltage
${checker}= Run Keyword And Return Status Should Be True ${HIL_DCLink} >
${HIL_Initial_DCLink}
Run Keyword If '${checker}'=='False' Run Keyword And Continue On Failure FAIL
DC Link Voltage not rising in simulation. Initial value: ${HIL_Initial_DCLink} Current:
${HIL_DCLink}
Run Keyword If '${checker}'=='True' Log Criteria Passed
# Verify that DC link voltage starts to rise
${id}= Set Variable MCU
${type}= Set Variable variable
: FOR ${i} IN RANGE 100
\ ${value1}= Read Serial ${id} ${type} 417 1
\ Exit For Loop If ${value1} > ${Initial_DCLink}
\ Run Keyword If ${value1} == ${Initial_DCLink} and ${i} > 25 Exit For Loop
${checker}= Run Keyword And Return Status Should Be True ${value1} >
${Initial_DCLink}
Run Keyword If '${checker}'=='False' Run Keyword And Continue On Failure FAIL
DC Link Voltage not rising. Initial value: ${Initial_DCLink} Current: ${value1}
Run Keyword If '${checker}'=='True' Log Criteria Passed
Sleep 10
# Save PreCharge values before shutting it down
${HIL_DCLink}= Read Signal Link Voltage
# Read DC Link Voltage value
${DCLink}= Read Serial ${id} ${type} 417 1
# Turn off Precharge
Change Precharge State 0
Sleep 10
# Check if DClink voltage starts to drop
: FOR ${i} IN RANGE 100
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\ ${value1}= Read Serial ${id} ${type} 417 1
\ Exit For Loop If ${value1} < ${DCLink}
\ Run Keyword If ${value1} == ${Initial_DCLink} and ${i} > 25 Exit For Loop
${checker}= Run Keyword And Return Status Should Be True ${value1} <
${DCLink}
Run Keyword If '${checker}'=='False' Run Keyword And Continue On Failure FAIL
DC Link Voltage not dropping. Initial value: ${Initial_DCLink} Current: ${value1}
Run Keyword If '${checker}'=='True' Log Criteria Passed
${HIL_DCLink_dropping}= Read Signal Link Voltage
${checker}= Run Keyword And Return Status Should Be True
${HIL_DCLink_dropping} < ${HIL_DCLink}
Run Keyword If '${checker}'=='False' Run Keyword And Continue On Failure FAIL
DC Link Voltage not dropping. Initial value: ${Initial_DCLink} Current: ${value1}
Run Keyword If '${checker}'=='True' Log Criteria Passed
Release Parameter Control
Release Signal Control

